Dagmar Celeste to Attend Edgemont Garden Event
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DAYTON, Ohio, January 10, 1984 -- The University of Dayton and Dagmar Celeste, wife of Ohio Governor Richard Celeste, will host a reception on January 18 at 5:30 p.m. to honor and support the selection of the Edgemont Solar Garden greenhouse to represent the United States at the International Exposition of Rural Development in New Dehli, India.

The greenhouse is a project of the UD Strategies for Responsible Development (SRD) office and has been selected as an outstanding example of effective local efforts to generate food, skills training, and jobs.

Celeste became involved in the solar greenhouse project and its participation in the New Dehli exposition as a result of her role as a member of the National Steering Committee of the Exposition. The group reviewed all of the national project proposals and selected 25, including the Edgemont Solar greenhouse, to represent the United States as a delegate in India.

The reception is a fund raiser for a representative of Edgemont to attend the exposition. Tickets are $10 and are available through the Edgemont Solar Garden greenhouse, 223-2834; the SRD office, 229-2436, or the City of Dayton Priority Boards.

Press interviews may be scheduled by contacting Ro Nita Hawes at UD, 229-3241.
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